Cyber Security Career Roadmap
The Six Strategies to Launch Your Cyber Security Career

1. Take College or Technical Classes
   - In the cyber security field, you will need to be enrolled in some kind of continuing education training nearly every year.

2. Read in Cyber Security Daily
   - Reading daily in cyber security keeps you informed on current events and increases your knowledge base.

3. Join Cyber Security Professional Groups
   - Cyber security professional groups are everywhere and are the most effective tool for career advancement.

4. Gain Hands-on Experience
   - Hands-on experience is the most important of all skills. You can get hands-on experience with full-time, part-time, temporary or volunteer opportunities.

5. Volunteer
   - Volunteer opportunities related to technology are plentiful. They increase experience and show you are well rounded.

6. Earn Certifications
   - Certifications validate your knowledge and differentiate you from others in the field.
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